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Abstract
Computational argumentation is a promising research area, yet there is a gap between theoretical
contributions and practical applications. Bridging this gap could potentially raise interest in this topic
even more. We argue that one part of the bridge could be an open-source package of implementations of
argumentation algorithms, visualised in a web interface. Therefore we present a new release of PyArg,
providing various new argumentation-based functionalities – including multiple generators, a learning
environment, implementations of theoretical papers and a showcase of a practical application – in a new
interface with improved accessibility.
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1. Introduction

Computational argumentation is a promising interdisciplinary research area, with applications
in, e.g. the legal, medical and e-government domain [1]. Thanks to its natural connection with
human cognition, its �exibility and its dialectic nature, argumentation seems to be particularly
suitable as a logical foundation for human-centered arti�cial intelligence (AI) [2].

The construction of argumentation-based AI systems that are applicable to real-world use
cases requires not only theoretical developments, but also e�ective solving of problems related
to argumentation. Although there is a signi�cant amount of work on theoretical aspects of
computational argumentation, which include various argumentation formalisms, semantics and
their properties, as well as a growing body of research on solvers that are su�ciently e�cient to
be applied in practice1, we argue that the connection between these two areas could (and should)
be strengthened. This is based on our observation that real-life applications use a di�erent
formalism than those mainly studied in the community [3] or require e�cient algorithms for
yet unexplored problems [4].

In addition, we hypothesise that the application of argumentation-based AI is more cumber-
some for non-experts than, for example, the application of machine-learning based AI, which is
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more convenient thanks to the availability of numerous software packages (such as Scikit-learn2

and Tensor�ow3) as well as user-friendly interfaces to try this AI.4 This makes argumentation
less accessible to students, software developers and companies searching for AI-based solutions
to domain-speci�c problems.

In order to improve both the connection within theoretical and practical work within the
computational argumentation community and the connection with stakeholders outside the
community, it would be helpful to have open-source software, paired with an accessible web
interface. In this paper, we therefore present a new release of PyArg.

PyArg is an open-source software implementation in Python that not only provides practical
algorithms for theoretical problems in various argumentation formalisms, but also makes
(potential) applications of these algorithms visible in a user interface that is accessible from the
internet without installation. PyArg is intended to be a software solution for researchers within
the argumentation community, students who may become part of it, as well as stakeholders
outside the community, thanks to the following features:

1. Open-source implementations of argumentation algorithms on GitHub can be validated
and extended by community members (https://github.com/DaphneOdekerken/PyArg);

2. The Python package can be installed using pip install python-argumentation
and is therefore directly usable for software developers;

3. The web interface on https://pyarg.npai.science.uu.nl/ makes argumentation more acces-
sible to those who wish to learn more about argumentation and serves as a platform for
showcasing applications of argumentation to stakeholders outside the community.

The release presented here is a major update compared to the preliminary version earlier
presented in [5]. In the following sections, we describe PyArg’s new functionalities.

2. Support for more formalisms

Research on computational argumentation ranges over an ever-growing number of formalisms
and extensions of formalisms. Whereas the initial version of PyArg [5] only supported abstract
argumentation frameworks and ASPIC+, in this iteration we added support for assumption-
based argumentation (ABA) [6, 7]. In particular, PyArg can now (1) compute the extensions of a
given ABA framework under the prominent semantics and visualise them in the instantiated
abstract argumentation framework; and (2) verify if a speci�c set of extensions can be realised
under a given semantics (see Section 3.2).

3. Algorithms for argumentation problems

The new PyArg version still contains all algorithms presented in [5], including various imple-
mentations of formalisms and algorithms in both abstract argumentation [8] and ASPIC+ [9]. It
provides algorithms for evaluating argumentation settings in di�erent semantics [10], as well

2https://scikit-learn.org/
3https://www.tensor�ow.org/
4e.g. https://freegpt.cc/
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as explaining the (non-)acceptance of arguments and formulas in various ways [11, 12]. In the
new version, we also provide algorithms for dynamic argumentation problems as well as for
the construction of canonical representations.

3.1. Dynamic argumentation problems

Many problems in argumentation assume that all information required to decide upon, for
example, the acceptance of an argument is present. This is however not always a realistic as-
sumption in applied settings. Therefore, recently the problems of stability [4] and relevance [13]
have been introduced for various formalisms, including ASPIC+. Informally, the stability status
of a “topic” argument or formula represents the impossibility that its acceptability status may
change in view of additional, yet uncertain information. For topics that are not stable, it is
interesting to study relevance, where only information that can change the stability status of
the topic is relevant. PyArg provides an implementation of the approximation algorithm for
stability from [4], as well as an inexact but e�cient algorithm for estimating relevance based
on the labels from the aforementioned stability algorithm.

3.2. Canonical argumentation frameworks

The work by Dunne et al. [14] studies the realisability in abstract argumentation: given a
semantics � and a set of extensions S, is there an argumentation framework F realising S
under �, i.e., such that �(F ) = S – and which characteristics determine whether such an
argumentation framework exists? Similarly, realisability can be characterised for ABAFs [15].
PyArg now provides the algorithms to determine whether a given set extensions satis�es
these characteristic properties and generates “canonical” argumentation frameworks or ABA
frameworks, when they exist; see Figure 1.

4. Practical features

4.1. Generators

There are various situations in which it is useful to randomly generate an argumentation
setting. One example would be for testing new algorithms: a large part of the data sets used
in the ICCMA competition to assess runtime of algorithms is based on randomly generated
argumentation frameworks. A second example is related to education: in order to assess a
student’s understanding of, e.g., speci�c argumentation semantics, it is convenient to have a
generator for automatically creating new exercises.

In order to address this demand, PyArg provides several generators. For generating ASPIC+

argumentation systems, PyArg uses the “layered” generator from [4, Section 4.2.5]. In addition,
PyArg provides a basic random generator for abstract argumentation frameworks.

The generators can be found in the source code; in addition, the web interface provides
functionality for generating a single argumentation framework or system, parameterised by the
values given in input �elds. The resulting argumentation setting can then be downloaded for
further use within or outside PyArg.
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Figure 1: Given an extension set provided by the user, PyArg computes certain properties and generates
a canonical argumentation framework when possible.

Figure 2: Improved visualisation of the abstract argumentation environment.

4.2. Improved visualisation

Compared to the previous version, PyArg’s user interface has been made more user-friendly
and accessible. A screenshot of the new visualisation for abstract argumentation frameworks is
shown in Figure 2. PyArg now features both a regular mode (in which accepted arguments are
coloured green, while other arguments are yellow or red) and a colourblind-friendly mode that
uses an adapted colour palette.
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4.3. Importers and exporters

PyArg provides various importers and exporters to convert argumentation settings to various
formats. For abstract argumentation frameworks, it is possible to read from and write to all
formats used in recent ICCMA competitions, that is: the ASPARTIX format (.APX), the Trivial
Graph Format (.TGF) and the input format used for ICCMA 2023 (.ICCMA23). In addition,
for both abstract argumentation frameworks and ASPIC+ argumentation systems, there are
importers and exporters to and from JSON.

5. Applications of algorithms in the web interface

In order to demonstrate how PyArg’s algorithms can be applied in various settings, we provide
two use cases in the web interface: a learning environment and a chat interface.

5.1. Learning environment

The learning environment is intended for anyone interested in learning computational argumen-
tation. In this functionality in the web interface, a learner can choose between various exercises.
The current PyArg version features three exercises: identifying grounded, complete and pre-
ferred extensions in abstract argumentation. As the learner starts an exercise, PyArg generates
a random abstract argumentation framework using its generators. The learner then gives the
extensions, and PyArg uses its semantics algorithms for validating the learner’s solutions.

5.2. Chat interface

The chat interface showcases an application for the algorithms for stability and relevance
in inquiy dialogue. First, the user chooses an ASPIC+ argumentation system (which can be
randomly generated, hand-made or the prede�ned fraud example), a set of queryables (e.g.
formulas that can be asked in a dialogue), a topic formula for the chat and an initial knowledge
base. PyArg then uses the stability algorithm to �nd out if it makes sense to ask for more
information - if so, it uses the relevance algorithm for identifying relevant questions.

6. Related work

For an extended overview of software related to computational argumentation, we refer to
[16]. In this section, we relate to implementations that are most similar to PyArg. Tweety [17]
is a comprehensive collection of Java libraries that includes algorithms for both abstract and
structured approaches to argumentation. It is in fact more comprehensive than PyArg, but
does not have a visualisation option. The Online Argument Structures Tool (TOAST) [18] does
provide a visualisation for ASPIC+, but the source code is not openly available. Gorgias Cloud
[19] is a recent system that is similar to PyArg, but is based on the Gorgias argumentation system.
NEXAS [20] is an alternative approach to visualising extensions of abstract argumentation
frameworks, which, compared to PyArg, is more aimed towards (large) frameworks with many
extensions. Finally, many algorithms for argumentation-related problems have been submitted
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to the ICCMA competition. However, these are mostly focused on fast implementation of limited
problems, mainly in the context of abstract argumentation.

7. Conclusion and future work

PyArg combines algorithms for argumentation problems with a web interface, aiming to improve
the connections between theoretical and practical work on argumentation on the one hand,
and inside and outside the community on the other hand.

The contributions of this version of PyArg are mainly focused on the front-end. In the
back-end, the algorithms for computing the semantics are not state-of-the-art. This becomes
noticeable if the visualisation is tested on hard (large) instances, as no output will appear on
the screen within a reasonable amount of time. In a next version of PyArg, we plan to improve
this performance aspect by calling more e�cient solvers in the back-end. In addition, we
aim to add support more formalisms, such as abstract dialectical frameworks [21], abstract
frameworks with collective attacks [22] and abstract frameworks with support for claims [23],
and to implement their intertranslations [24].

On a �nal note, we hope that the functionalities presented in this paper are just the beginning,
as are the plans for future work mentioned above. We are open to any suggestions for additional
functionalities, algorithms or other feedback, which we hope to incorporate in future releases
of PyArg. Hopefully, this leads to an increase of interest and understanding of computational
argumentation, both within and outside the community, eventually resulting in more responsible
applications of arti�cial intelligence.
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